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You may remember the  
invitation MUGS sent last  
December encouraging  
year-end donations, and  
the picture it included.  
Considering it’s become  
quite a trend, perhaps you 
have seen this “Keep Calm and…” applied 
elsewhere. But do you know the story?  
Can you appreciate the signifiance? “Keep 
Calm and Carry On” was the slogan on the 
3rd of 3 posters designed in 1939 to boost 
Britain’s waning morale during WWII. Though 
few of the 2.5 million posters produced ever 
reached their intended destination, the 
sentiment has clearly stood the test of time.  
It serves as a source of encouragement as 
we continue putting one foot in front of the 
other, anticipating the day that MUGS will be  
all it’s meant to be! Keep Calm. Carry On!
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 Here’s What’s Brewing
#ItoldMUGSstory 
We’ve talked much in recent months about 
the importance of our story being told. Not only 
can your telling MUGS’ story connect us to new  
resources, but it can serve as inspiration to 
others who need to “Keep Calm & Carry On”. 
When was the last time MUGS’ adventure came 
up in your conversation? TELL US ABOUT IT!  
On your Facebook page, start your 1-sentence 
post with the hashtag #ItoldMUGSstory and 
we’ll share the story of you telling ours!  
 

#ItoldMUGSstory to my friends… over coffee… 
…duing lunch… at school… to my neighbor… 
while training for my next marathon… 
Whatever it is. TELL OUR STORY, and tell 
everyone how you did it!   
 

THANK YOU  
…to Joseph Shrock for making available the 
talents of their rendering artist, Sue Amstutz.  
On your next stroll downtown, be sure to stop 
by MUGS’ window and enjoy the vision she’s so 
beautifully captured for what MUGS is 
becoming. SO EXCITING!!!
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